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Abstract—Remediation systems in modern information infras-
structure gradually take over the increasing workload of unex-
pected events from operators. The core logic in such systems —
remediation rule <symptom, workflow> — still needs operators
to fill in manually, which is a tedious and error-prone process. We
propose Workflow Retrieval System (a.k.a. WRS), which helps
the operator to build remediation rules.

WRS is a recommendation system that recommends structures
from existing rules to operators when they are creating new
ones. WRS formalizes the workflows in remediation rules as
trees and extracts representative atomic structures from them. Then
WRS organizes atomic structures in two ways to accelerate the
later retrieval — a two-level hierarchy which helps searching
similar structures, and a keyword indexing structure which helps
searching by words. With the two retrieval structures, we build
two applications: one is real-time workflow auto completion
application which recommends remaining structures based on
the existing partial structure, and another is workflow recom-
mandation where WRS recommends atomic structures based on
the description of the remediation symptoms.

We prototype WRS and evaluate it with legacy device vendors’
operation manual. Our evaluation shows that WRS reasonably
extracts and organizes atomic structures in remediation work-
flows, and the two applications atop it show fast execution time
and high accuracy.

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern cloud management requires operators to stay on call
for its service availability in 24/7. When unexpected events
(e.g., outage, client tickets) happen, the operators would take
actions to remedy the system — either recover the system to
a healthy state or mitigate the unhealthy symptom to keep the
service surviving.

Traditional infrastructure management usually trains opera-
tors with an operation manual, which consists of remediation
rules such as “if a symptom $X$ happens, take the action of
$A$”. With the size and the complexity of cloud infrastructure
increasing, such manual operation is proposed to be over-
taken by automatic remediation systems[32]. StackStorm[8],
Rundeck[11] and FBAR[10] are examples of such systems,
where remediation rules are stored in remediation databases.

However, the process of switching from manual operation
to automatic remediation is progressing slowly. According to
our survey (§II) with cloud operators, an important reason
is that populating the remediation rule database is tedious
and error-prone. Inexperienced operators could possibly build
wrong remediation rules, causing disastrous results; [41] and
even experienced operators need to spend huge effort to build
rules for immense exceptional events (e.g., a switch can have
more than 1000 error codes[9]).

We propose a Workflow Retrieval System named WRS to
accelerate the process of building remediation rules. It is a
recommendation system that targets the scenario where there
exist a few remediation rules in the database, and the operator
would like to add new rules to cover more events or devices.

WRS formalizes a remediation rule as a tuple <symptom,
workflow, description>; a workflow is a tree describing the
execution flow to recover the system or mitigate the failure.
WRS refines the remediation database in three ways which
improve the accuracy and efficiency in later recommendations.
(1) WRS extracts atomic structures in workflows instead of
storing whole workflows, which is more concise, accurate,
and representative. (2) WRS builds a two-level hierarchical
searching structure to organize all atomic structures, which
can quickly locate a specific atomic structure during retrieval.
(3) WRS builds a keyword indexing system to fetch semantic-
related atomic structures, which accelerates the atomic struc-
ture lookup in later recommendations.

We overcome a challenge in WRS. In atomic structure
extraction and the hierarchical retrieval structure construction,
a measure to compute the distance of two atomic structures
needs to be defined. WRS combines the semantic similarity
in natural language processing (NLP) and the tree edit dis-
tance algorithm (TED) in graph theory to define the distance
measure in WRS.

Atop WRS, we build two applications to validate its use-
fulness. First, when a workflow is partially constructed, the
application can search the hierarchical retrieval system and
return similar structures as the reference for the remaining
part. Second, when a workflow’s description is written, the
application could search the keyword indexing system and
recommend atomic structures to the operator.

We build a dataset using a network device vendor’s manuals
of five device models. We prototype WRS and measure
its processing speed in retrieving atomic structures and its
accuracy in two recommendation applications. The evaluation
shows WRS can serve the infrastructure operators in user-
acceptable real-time (less than 4 seconds) and high accuracy
(95% at most). Our contributions in this paper are as follows.
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We formalize the basic structure of cloud remediation rules and propose WRS to extract and organize atomic structure in the workflow of remediation rules, which could improve the accuracy and speed in recommendation applications.

- We build two applications atop WRS, which could recommend operators new rules during the rule construction.
- We build a dataset based on device manuals to validate WRS. And we opensource WRS and our dataset for the community to use.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Cloud Remediation

Remediation Examples. TABLE I shows a snippet of a network device vendor’s operation manual. The operator may get an alarm (symptom) saying “there is bursty traffic in the device”. There may be two root causes: the device itself has insufficient cache or the connected host devices input excessive traffic. The actual diagnostic steps for the operator would be as follows. First, check whether the BE queue drops packet — if yes, it is one of the two root causes, otherwise, it is none of them; Second, check if RTN uses the smallest cache — if yes, the root cause is insufficient cache, otherwise, it is excessive burst from hosts.

Fig.1 shows a workflow of “VM hot migration”. This is a simplified automatic process implemented in StackStorm in the author(s)’ organization. It takes a few sequential steps to migrate one VM, and then checks whether the migration finishes; if yes, it proceeds with the next one; otherwise, reports failure.

The third example is from the experience of a campus network operator. When the operator gets a report of “computers in office A cannot connect to the Internet”, the operator would first ping an Internet website. If the ping gets through, the operator would further check security rules such as allow/deny list of TCP ports; otherwise, the operator would check the routing protocols and routing tables.

With the examples above, we summarize that a few characteristics of remediation:

- It is usually triggered by an event with a symptom (either fault alarm or maintenance).
- A remediation starts from a single root. The reason is that human operators must take a first-step action to start the diagnosis. [41]
- Each step of the workflow executes a command. It can be a command without output, and then the workflow proceeds to its successor step; it can also be a command with several possible results, used to choose the next step.

In most remediation processes, the command would be supplemented with human readable description. [41]

- Most remediation flows have a tree structure — starting from the root, executing a command, choosing one of the branches (next step) according to the result of the current step, and proceeding until the problem is solved. If the workflow contains circles, we can easily break the circle at the edge from the child to an ancestor and get a tree.
- The remediation usually goes with a description in natural language explaining the symptom (e.g., error code) and possible causes[38]. For example, operation manuals and expert querying systems usually have such descriptions[9].

Remediation Rules. We define a remediation rule as a 3-tuple: <symptom, workflow, description>. The symptom is usually the reason that triggers a workflow to remedy the system, and the workflow is a tree-structure that describes the execution plan to automatically or manually solve/mitigate the problem. And the description is human-readable text that helps the operator to understand the root cause and the maintenance operations.

Remediation Systems. Cloud operators have been starting to apply automatic remediation systems in system failure recovery/mitigation. For example, StackStorm[8] and Rundeck[11] are two platforms that integrate heterogeneous infrastructure management systems; and FBAR[10] is a set of daemons “execute code automatically in response to detected software and hardware failures”.

Fig. 2 shows the architecture of a remediation system, which consists of a sensor to get the symptom of infrastructure problems, a database engine to make decisions, and an executor to run a workflow to the infrastructure. The database contains remediation rules and chooses workflows according to the symptom.

B. Problem in Transferring to Automatic Remediation

Difficulty in Deployment. While the remediation system/platform is ready, the switching from manual maintenance to automatic remediation is still progressing slowly [23]. We conducted a survey with 27 operators in a cloud provider and a university IT department, studying the complexity in building and maintaining the remediation systems. Part of the results are shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3a shows the number and the size of workflows estimated by the respondent in a cloud. Among the four businesses we studied (Elastic Cloud Server, Object Storage, Bare Mental Server, Virtual Private Cluster), all of them have more than 200 workflows in daily operation, and the average size of their workflows ranges from 22 to 31. From Fig. 3b, in daily operation, the experience of operators determines the time they spent in fixing bugs in the workflows. For example, less experienced operators (<3 months) need 97 minutes to debug a workflow. Fig. 3c shows the issues that lead to fault rules in the rule creation. Most faulty rules are created due to the operators being unable to design a workflow correctly.
1. check whether BE queue drops packets from performance statistics in ports;
2. check if RTN uses the board with smallest cache
Excessive burst for host devices

1. check whether BE queue drops packets from performance statistics in ports;
2. check if RTN uses the board with largest cache

TABLE I: Runbook Snippet from a Vendor’s Device

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BUSINESS</th>
<th>ALARM</th>
<th>ROOT CAUSE</th>
<th>DIAGNOSTIC PROCESS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PKT-Eline</td>
<td>Burst Traffic</td>
<td>Insufficient cache</td>
<td>1. check whether BE queue drops packets from performance statistics in ports; 2. check if RTN uses the board with smallest cache</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) The Number and the Size of Workflows that Operators Need to Orchestrate by Hand
(b) The Debugging Time with Regard to the Experience of Operators
(c) The Proportion of Observed Rationales to Blame for the Bugs

![Diagram](image)

Fig. 3: Results of the Survey with 27 Network Operators

Table: Cause and Percentage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cause</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>problem not defined by workflow</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>implementing the workflow on the specific platform incorrectly</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>insufficient support for the workflow functionality on certain platforms</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>workflow is designed incorrectly</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the study, we find that the workflows have their own complexity (e.g., a typical switch can have 1000+ error codes), and inexperienced operators are more easily building faulty workflows. The heavy workload, the tedious rule creation process, and the possibly disastrous results together lead to the slow progress of rule breeding in remediation system.

**Workflow Recommendation System.** To accelerate the workflow construction, workflow recommendation systems are proposed, which aids the operator in incrementally enriching the remediation database. When an operator decides to build a remediation rule, the system would provide related workflows to the operator as a reference, and the operator can reuse existing workflows to build a new rule. And thus, the process of building the database can be accelerated.

For example, Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show two workflows (i.e., KVM migration and file system automatic migration) in a production cloud. They both depict the core operations that operators need to orchestrate by hand.

Fig. 4: Workflow: KVM Migration
Fig. 5: Workflow: File System Migration

(39%), and others are implementation specific or platform constrained.

Moreover, expert systems still need improvement in terms of recommendation accuracy. Events and workflows are heterogeneous (e.g., KVM and FS migration) and different in granularity (e.g., disconnection to the Internet and to the campus gateway), and the workflow can hardly be exactly the same. Thus, providing the raw workflow might be inaccurate. It may miss critical actions (too small) or contain unnecessary actions (too large).

C. Goal and Intuition

Our goal in this paper is to build a system that can recommend workflows according to the operator’s query, and it had better answer the query accurately and quickly. We observe that existing workflows usually have common structures that can be reused when building new ones, which we call atomic structures. If atomic structures can be extracted from raw workflows, they would be more representative to stand for a process (providing accuracy), and their small size can accelerate the search process (providing quick response). Looking into the examples in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, we can find such atomic structures (illustrated in the dashed boxes), which are similar among workflows.

III. DESIGN

A. Overview

We design a system named WRS atop the remediation database and used by the operator. WRS refines the raw remediation rules into intermediate formats and provides interfaces for operators to query. Fig. 6 shows the architecture of WRS. Like an expert system, WRS is a computer-aided tool for operators to query and get recommendations from the existing remediation database, and the operator makes the customization according to the recommendation to enrich the database.
B. Mining Atomic Structures

We first present the data model of a workflow. To mine representative structures, we need a measure of the distance of structures; we choose tree edit distance (TED) and customize the measure according to the characteristics of workflow. Finally, we present the algorithm of atomic structure mining.

**Data Model of Workflow.** According to the observation in II, a workflow is represented in a tree structure; if not a tree (e.g., Fig. 4 and Fig. 5), the inner circle would be broken by concealing the reverse edge (an edge from a node far from the root to a node near the root, depicted as the cross in the figures) to be utilized later. Each node in the tree contains a command/action to execute (to a device) and a description to explain the purpose or the functionality of the command. Each node may have directed edges to its children — if the command of the node has no output (e.g., reboot), the node cloud have one edge point to its child (executing the next command); if the command of the node has an output (e.g., checking CPU), it may have one or multiple edges to its children, with each describing one possible result of the output and its corresponding next step (e.g., CPU high/medium/low).

**Tree Edit Distance.** To find common atomic structures, we need to define the distance between structures. A commonly used measure is the Tree Edit Distance (TED). We customize the TED algorithm for workflows.

In TED algorithms, the node on trees has a label (e.g., characters in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5); the distance of two nodes is defined as 1 if their labels are different and otherwise 0. Fig. 7 shows an example to compute TED. To transform the tree P to tree Q, three operations are necessary, deleting node D to tree P, inserting node M to tree Q, and renaming node N (on Q) to C. With the cost of each operation (deleting, inserting, and renaming) defined as one, the total cost of making P and Q equal is three, which is also the distance between them.

The basic TED algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. The algorithm takes two forests (including trees) as input, recursively searches all possibilities to make the two inputs equal, and returns the minimum cost in the whole searching. If one input is empty, the cost is the size of another input. If one input is not a tree (a forest), the algorithm proceeds to search two cases (and return the minimum cost) — remove one node from one input (cost one) and search the remaining two forests or take two trees out from both inputs and search the two trees and the remaining two forests. If both inputs are trees, the algorithm proceeds to search two cases — remove one node from one tree (cost one) and rename both trees’ root nodes (cost zero).

**Customize the Distance Measure.** The original TED algorithm cannot be directly applied for workflow comparison, and we make customization in two aspects. First, we break loops by removing the minimum number of edges: WRS applies width-first search to visit all edges and collect edges to form a spanning tree; if an edge would cause loops to the spanning tree, it is abandoned; otherwise, it is added to the spanning tree.

Second, the measure of the distance between two nodes in TED is either 0 or 1, indicating different labels or the same label, which does not apply to the nodes in workflows. In a workflow, a node represents a command to an entity, which is not binary 0 and 1; it is quite possible that two different entities can be applied with similar operations. For example, the “Single VM migration” in Fig. 4 and the “Migration execution” in Fig. 5 are two similar actions to VMs and File Systems except for the objects, but their text description is not completely the same. It is more reasonable to compare their “semantic similarity”.

We transform workflow nodes into word embedding formats and use their distance in the word embedding space as the cost to change between each other. To achieve this, WRS first integrates with a word2vec neural network model and feeds a node’s description (or command) into the model. The model would output a sentence vector in the word embedding space. For two nodes, their similarity is the cosine value of their vectors, i.e., \( \langle \vec{v}_1 \cdot \vec{v}_2 \rangle / (|\vec{v}_1| \cdot |\vec{v}_2|) \). And we define the distance as \( 1 - \text{similarity} \).

In the WRS customized TED algorithm, the cost of insertion and deletion is still one, but the cost of rename is the distance

\[
\text{cost}(\text{rename}) = 1 - \text{similarity}.
\]

---

**Algorithm 1 SS-TED, Cited from [34]**

**Result:** semantic similarity of tree pair

1. \( \delta(\phi, \psi) = 0 \)
2. \( \delta(F, \phi) = \delta(F - v, \phi) + c_d(v) \)
3. \( \delta(\phi, G) = \delta(\phi, G - \omega) + c_i(\omega) \)
4. if \( F \) is a tree && \( G \) is not a tree then
5. \( \delta(F, G) = \min(\delta(F - v, G) + c_d(v), \delta(F, G - w) + c_i(w), \delta(F, G), \delta(F - v, G - w) + c_i(w)) \)
6. end if
7. if \( F \) is a tree && \( G \) is a tree then
8. \( \delta(F, G) = \min(\delta(F - v, G) + c_d(v), \delta(F, G - w) + c_i(w), \delta(F - v, G - w) + c_i(w)) \)
9. end if
The overall customized TED algorithm is similar to Algorithm 1 except $c_r$ defined as the “cost” above. We name the customized algorithm as SS-TED.

**Atomic Structure Mining Algorithm.** WRS first enumerates all subtrees of all workflows, and then compares the pairwise distance between all pairs of subtrees. The pair whose distance with SS-TED is within a threshold $K$ is regarded as a similar pair. All subtrees in similar pairs are recorded as *atomic structures*, because each of them is at least representative for a pair.

The distance threshold $K$ needs to be tuned to a moderate value. A small value of $K$ would make the mining algorithm return less number of atomic structures, but they are more alike; a large value of $K$ is vice versa. We would tune the parameter in §V because both the number and the precision of mined atomic structures are fundamental to top-level applications.

We further apply two optimizations in the mining algorithm in WRS. First, it is possible that within a pair, one subtree is the subtree of the other. WRS applies a filter to check the relationship and keeps the larger subtree. Second, there are a few cases where a workflow’s size is too large, causing a large number of subtrees, which would cause the pairwise comparison to be of low efficiency. Hence, we make two-round mining to the workflow set. In the first round, we only apply the mining algorithm to small workflows and get the representative atomic structure, and then in the second round, we remove the atomic structures from the large workflows (if they contain any) and decompose the remaining part to subtrees and apply the mining algorithm again to all subtrees in both rounds. We then merge atomic structures as the first step, if possible, to only keep the largest ones.

**Example.** In the example of Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, WRS would enumerate all subtrees in both workflows and return pairs whose similarity is larger than a threshold. WRS would return atomic structures such as E-F-G, B-C(I)-D in both workflows.

The dashed box is the largest subtree, and the distance of that in both workflows is computed as follows. Among all node pairs, A and C need to be renamed. The semantic similarity of A and H, C and I on both workflows are 0.52, 0.73 respectively, so the costs are 0.48, 0.27. Thus, the distance between the two structures in both workflows is $0.48+0.27=0.75$.

**Complexity.** Assume there are $N$ workflows, and each workflow has $M$ nodes. Each workflow would generate $O(M)$ subtrees. The clustering algorithm needs pairwise comparison, causing $O(M^2N^2)$ time complexity in total.

**Optimization: Parallelization.** The mining algorithm can be easily parallelized because the comparison of each pair is independent on that of other pairs. In parallelized mining, WRS first generates all comparison pairs and put them in a queue, and each thread iteratively fetches a pair from the queue, makes the comparison, and puts the result into the final aggregated records.

**Optimization: Incrementally Mining New Workflows.** When a new workflow is added to the database, WRS would generate all its subtrees and compare them with existing subtrees to find similar pairs, which would be incrementally recorded as atomic structures. The time complexity is $O(M^2N)$.

**C. Organizing Atomic Structures**

Each tree would output one or more atomic structures, and the total number of atomic structures could be large. Storing the atomic structures linearly is not friendly for frequent retrieval. Thus, we build two data structures to organize the atomic structures.

**Atomic Structures Hierarchy.** In a naïve design, all atomic structures are stored sequentially in the database. And when an operator inputs a (partial) workflow to find a similar structure, all atomic structures need to be compared with the query sequentially to find and return the closest ones. This sequential comparison is substantially time-consuming, violating the requirement of fast response in a recommendation system.

WRS organizes atomic structures in a two-level hierarchy, which can accelerate the retrieval process. WRS first clusters atomic structures into a few classes, and choose one structure within a class that has the minimum overall distance to all other structures in the same class. We name that structure as the “representative structure” of the class. Then all atomic structures are organized with the “representative structures” in the first level and all structures in the same class as their children in the second level. (Fig.8)

During the atomic structure retrieval, the input workflow is compared with the representative structures first with a looser threshold $K$ to identify its class, and then compared with all atomic structures within the class to identify and return the closest ones.

**Keyword Indexing for Atomic Structure.** WRS associates the keywords in a rule’s description with its atomic structures, which supports the query interface with keywords. First, WRS computes TF-IDF[40] of each word in all rules’ descriptions. And the words with a high score are selected as keywords.

And then, for each rule, WRS associates its keywords with its atomic structures as tuples using product. For the example in TABLE II, workflow $H$ would create tuples of <1, A>, <1, C>, <2, A>, and <2, C>.

Thirdly, all tuples of all rules are put together and compressed as 3-tuples <keyword, atomic_struct, count>, where the count is the number of the appearance of <keyword,
atomic_struct> among all tuples. The count is also called the “support degree” of the pair of keywords and atomic_struct.

Finally, the searching index is built on keywords to find each tuple. In the actual implementation, we sort 3-tuples first by keywords (alphabet) and then by support degree (descending order). The example in TABLE II is summarized as the index in Fig. 10, e.g., <keyword 1, struct A, 7>.

When the query interface StructIndex() is called, the input word is searched in the indexing system to find the matching keywords, and the top few tuples (its workflow) of the keyword are returned.

D. Two Applications

WRS supports two applications to aid operators in building remediation rules — workflow auto completion and workflow recommendation.

Workflow Auto Completion. When an operator is in the progress of writing a workflow, WRS would detect the current node (i.e., the node has the cursor focus or the last edited node). All the subtrees containing the current node are fetched and used to search in the retrieval system.

First, for each subtree in the current workflow, WRS compares it with all level-1 representative atomic structures. Since the current workflow (as well as its subtrees) is not complete, when comparing a subtree (assuming size \( N \)) with an atomic structure, WRS first enumerates all subtrees of the atomic structure that contains the root node and is of size \( N \); and WRS then compares the current workflow’s subtrees with the atomic structure’s subtrees to find the similar structures (smaller than the threshold \( K \) in §III-B).

Second, once similar level-1 atomic structures are found, WRS further repeats the same process in its level-2 clusters. Finally, the atomic structures which contains subtrees that are closest to the workflow’s ones are returned to the operator as references. (Fig. 9)

Atomic Structure Recommendation. With the atomic structure indexing system, when an operator is creating a remediation rule and writing the description, WRS would use each word in the description to search the indexing system and return the atomic structures whose keywords are contained in the new rule’s description. The returned atomic structures are displayed in descending order by their support degrees. (Fig. 10)

### IV. IMPLEMENTATION

We implement WRS in Java. The TED algorithm is adopted from APTED[35], [36], and we customize the similarity computation part. The semantic similarity measurement algorithm is implemented based on word2vec[20]. The remediation rules, including the workflows, are implemented in the format of JSON. Other parts in WRS, including atomic structure mining, hierarchical retrieval, and keyword indexing, are implemented in JAVA, which contains around 1500 lines of code.

Extra Refinement in Deployment. In production network, we integrate WRS with a remediation system built on StackStorm[8]. WRS is a computer-aided system, which gives recommendations to the operator. It may provide false positives, i.e., recommending an atomic structure that is not useful. So we also allow the operator to mark a recommended atomic structure as “unuseful”, like thumb up or thumb down in social networks. “Unuseful” structures would be put to a lower rank in the future recommendation.

### V. EVALUATION

A. Experiment Settings

**Dataset.** We formalize the remediation rules from maintenance manual of switches or routers, which are manufactured by a device vendor and prevalently deployed in the cloud. The size of the dataset is shown in TABLE III. There are 1131 workflows in total, and we separate them into two classes in the evaluation — all workflows from Model 1-5 (76.6%) are used for training, and those from Model 6 (23.4%) are used for the test.

**Metrics.** In all experiments, we measure the execution time to evaluate the algorithm’s efficiency. In atomic structure mining, we ask the cloud operators to validate whether the algorithm output is truly an atomic structure and define the precision as the ratio of operator-validated ones over all the algorithm output ones. In the two applications, we use the training set to build WRS’s database and use the two
applications to recommend structures for Model 6 (the test set). The TED distance between the recommendation and the ground truth (in the test set of Model 6) measures the accuracy.

Environment. All experiments are conducted on a workstation with 3.1 GHz Quad-Core Intel Core i7 and 16 GB memory.

Parameter Tuning. The similarity threshold to identify whether two trees are similar is a key parameter, i.e., $K$ in §III-B. Fig. 11 shows the number and the precision of atomic structures that are mined with various threshold. We can observe that a larger threshold would lead to more atomic structures to be found, but the precision (that they are really atomic structures) would be less. We observe that when $K$ is 3, the number of workflows increases rapidly to a moderately high value (158) and the precision is kept at a reasonably high level (0.85). Thus, we choose $K$ empirically to be 3 in our experiments.

B. Offline Atomic Structure Mining

Results. The mining algorithm outputs 134 atomic structures with the dataset, which covers 34%, 32%, 20%, 22%, 29% of workflows for device Model 1 to 5. This result validates the existence of representative atomic structures in the operation of devices of the same type. While the coverage is not 100%, it can still save manual workload for operators. With larger datasets, the coverage can be improved.

Fig.12 shows the CDF of the size of workflows and the atomic structures. The workflow follows a long-tail distribution. The size of workflows varies from 6 to 70 nodes with a median size 8, and that of atomic structures from 5 to 12 with a median of 6.

For each workflow with atomic structure, we compute the percentage of the nodes in atomic structures among the whole workflow’s nodes. And we draw the CDF of the percentage in Fig.13. The median value is 59%, which is the workload that WRS can possibly be saved for the operator by using WRS.

Execution Time. We vary the number of workflows selected from the training set in the atomic structure mining and show the execution time in Fig. 14 and per-flow runtime of incremental mining in Fig. 15. We have the following observations. First, the mining time increases quadratically with the number of workflows, which matches the theoretically time complexity $O(M^2N^2)$. Second, with the parallelization of 4 CPU cores, the computation time is reduced to 1/4 of the single thread mode. Third, the time to incrementally mine a workflow is proportional to the number of existing workflows. Considering that the mining process is offline, the execution time is practical for WRS to be applied the first time to a production system — 74 seconds for a remediation database with 226 rules.

C. Two Online Applications

The experiments in this subsection are conducted on the mining results of the full training set.

Accuracy. The two applications would recommend candidates to the operators. Thus, we use “top-$N$” recommendation list to evaluate its accuracy. In the evaluation of auto completion, we choose workflows with atomic structures from the test set and then remove 1/3 nodes of the workflows. We let the auto completion application recommend top-$N$ atomic structures for the existing part; if one structure in the recommended list is similar (within the similarity threshold $K$), this recommendation is considered as “accurate”. In the evaluation of atomic structure recommendation, for each workflow in the test set, the application would use its description to recommend a list of atomic structures, and the “accuracy” is similarly defined as that for the auto completion.

Fig.16 shows the accuracy in both applications with varying $N$ from 1 to 10. We do not recommend more than ten atomic structures to operators because that would cause extra complexity for the operator to make choices. We have the following observations.

First, it is obvious that recommending more atomic structures (larger $N$) would be more likely to contain a useful one in the list (more accurate). Second, the accuracy of both applications increases with the length of the recommendation list, and the accuracy is in a range that makes both applications applicable to the production, i.e., 64% to 95% for auto completion and 35% to 77% for recommendation. Third, in keyword-based recommendation, the accuracy shows a slight marginal increase when the $N$ is larger than 5, and its ultimate accuracy is 75%. Although this accuracy is acceptable for practical deployment, there are still approaches to improve it — the quality of keyword extraction (TF-IDF) depends closely on the corpus. We encourage the operator to clarify and specify the description of remediation rules to make it concise and representative.

Execution Time. In auto completion, the algorithm needs to search all atomic structures. It takes 15.6s to sequentially search all atomic structures when the number is set to 120, as Fig. 17 shows. The hierarchical retrieval system could
significantly reduce the search time to 3.5s. Fig. 17 also shows the execution time of sequential search and hierarchical search with varying atomic structures. The sequential search time increases linearly with the number of atomic structures, and the hierarchical retrieval increases sub-linearly (approximately to be $O(N^{0.5})$).

For keyword-based recommendation, the execution time to make a recommendation is on average 0.9s for production data and 1.1s for synthesis data in Fig.17. It makes little difference since we have indexed the recommendations with keywords.

In conclusion, compared to 10X minutes (in our survey) used to build a new workflow manually, it is efficient to take several seconds to complete or recommend atomic structures with high accuracy.

D. Progress In Production

Currently, we deploy WRS in a cloud provider with 6 data centers and tens of thousands of machines. In the years from 2018 to 2020, WRS supports building remediation rules, whose number increases more than 15x from 23 initiatives.

VI. RELATED WORK

Remediation Systems. Remediation systems are introduced into modern information infrastructure operation, e.g., FBAR[10] in Facebook, Naoru[31] in Dropbox, Winston[7] in NetFlix, Azure Automation[1] in Microsoft, Mistral[2] in OpenStack, and StackStorm[8]. They follow the architecture in §II and focus on the compatibility with their target system in operation. WRS not only provides the platform-independent data representation but also recommends rules to populate the remediation database.

Methodologies in Remediation. There are other methodologies to systematically remedy a system. For example, Operator pattern[6] in Kubernetes uses low-level codes to defined the operation workflow and further enable automation. Trigger-action programming is popular in IoT fields to achieve automation. [18], [21], [44] WRS’s abstraction is inspired by the workflow in the maintenance book, which is more operator readable.

A class of literature describes the fault localization or root cause analysis in a specific system or scenario. [26], [24], [43], [14], [46] use active probing or network traffic analysis to determine the issues. These proactive methods can be scheduled as workflows and deployed in remediation systems. Therefore, these methods would directly benefit from WRS.

Other kind of methods are passive since they only monitor the network without interactions and carry out analysis based on collected data. [15], [22], [13], [39], [45], [27], [19], [38], [25], [42] apply machine-learning methods and natural language processing to identify the root cause from historical KPIs and system logs. Some other works[29], [33], [16] mine event correlations using alarms and logs data to locate the root cause. These methods might perform better in certain sceneries or datasets and can serve the remediation collaboratively with WRS.

The remediation system is more suitable to incorporate the ones with dependency graph, causality analysis, and diagnostic rules, but does not suit learning-based well. Therefore, WRS can help to build the diagnostic rules for the former solutions.

Tree Edit Distance. There are other tree edit algorithms, e.g., TopDiff[37] and approximation[17]. Building SS-TED in WRS based on them can improve the efficiency of the atomic structure mining, which we leave as the future optimization to WRS.

Semantic Similarity. Using word embedding to map a word or sentence to a vector space and computing their distance is a typical method to get the semantic similarity. There are other options such as WMD[30] and supervised WMD[28] to improve the accuracy of the similarity.

Datasets for Operation Research. [4], [5], [12] are typical datasets for infrastructure operation research. But they are not in the format to describe a “workflow” (e.g., time series in [4], logs in [5], [12], tickets in [3]). WRS abstracts the operation process as a tree structure, which is widely used in operation (e.g., maintenance manual), and we release the dataset to the academia for research.

VII. CONCLUSION

We built WRS, which is a recommendation system that helps operators when they are building remediation rules. WRS recommends structures from existing rules to operators for the creation of new rules. WRS uses customized TED algorithm to extract atomic structures in existing workflows and organizes the atomic structures in a two-level hierarchy and keyword indexing format. We built an auto completion application based on the two-level hierarchy and a workflow recommendation application based on keyword indexing. Our implementation and evaluation shows that WRS’s approach of extracting and organizing atomic structures in workflows can significantly improve the accuracy and execution time of workflow recommendation.
